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Policy on Transport to ISF Events 

The NCSS recognises that 

 The cost of transport to an ISF event is a major part of the cost of participating

 The majority of sports the costs of participation are paid by the athletes themselves

Travelling as a Team 

 Organisers cannot be expected to revisit an airport multiple times to collect individual

Delegation members

 It is therefore expected that all members of the England Delegation to an ISF event will

travel together on the same plane / train.  Where this is impossible the advice of NCSS

should be sought before any booking is made.

 Travel bookings should be made in consultation between the teams and should not be a ‘fait

accompli’.

 Heads of Delegation should arrive with their teams

 Where distance is smaller and minibus travel is planned then teams are not required to

travel together.  The Head of Delegation should travel with one of the teams.

 Teams should travel in England kit and / or NCSS hoodies where relevant.  Where individual

sports have specific England kit provided, the teams should wear these.  Otherwise teams

should travel in NCSS England hoodies.

Arrival and departure dates 

 Under ISF regulations there are set dates for arrivals and departures.  Teams travelling more

than 5000km may arrive one day early or leave one day late.

 NCSS strongly recommends teams to arrive one day early to acclimatise.

 If a team wishes to arrive before the earliest official arrival times they will need to make

their own arrangements.  This will include hotel and transport costs and possibly hiring

sporting facilities.

 Where this very early arrival is planned NCSS will contact the Organising Committee for

advice.  It is beneficial to stay in the event hotel and use the event facilities if possible.  The

Organising Committee may be able to assist with this.  However they are under no obligation

to do so.   Teams should expect to make and pay for their own arrangements where arriving

more than one day early or leaving more than one day late.

Travel Insurance 
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 Arriving after the start of an ISF competition is against ISF regulation and may mean the

team is unable to compete.

 NCSS will not be held responsible or liable in any way for a team’s inability to arrive in time

for ISF events, whether the fault therein lies with the team or a third party.

 Teams should therefore ensure they have sufficient travel insurance to cover alternative

arrangements should the need arise for any reason.


